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We will remember
you forever!

Adonis Pahos, always with a camera at hand
Photo © SymiGreece.com

In memory of the Symiot Adonis Pahos
who died last month, there will be a
presentation of his book “Memories from
Symi” by the archaeologist Eleni Farmakidi
and the journalist Giorgos Zahariadis. The
event will take place on the 7th of May at
20:00 at Opera House. The discussion will
be co-ordinated by Manolis Antonoglou
on behalf of the Association of Symiots in
Rhodes “Glaukos”.

Five Minute Lives

A glance at old-time characters
of Symi

7»
Vasilis: a flourished entry
in the log book of life

New Destination

First commercial trip between Symi and Bozburun
From the 30th of April, people from
Symi have the opportunity to visit another
destination on the Turkish coast other than
Datca; the port of Bozburun.
As mentioned in the previous edition of
The News of Symi, the port has been given an
“entry-exit” status and so, on 30th April, as
a result of the joint efforts of the Municipal
Authorities of Symi and Bozburun, 17 people
from Symi and 12 from Turkey made their
first trip.
From the Turkish side we welcomed
the Mayor of Bozburun, the Deputy Mayor
of Marmaris and travel agents who were
thrilled by the beauty of Symi but also by the
hospitality which was given to them.
After their arrival aboard the boat
Poseidon, The Mayor of Symi, Mr.
Papakalodoukas, took them across the
interior of the island to Panormitis where the
Metropolitan made them welcome, guiding

his guests around the Monastery and
its two museums. Afterwards he took
them to the Reception Hall where
he offered them traditional Symi
delicacies.
After the Panormitis visit, the
Mayor and the Deputy Mayor,
visited the desalination unit, the
indoor arena, the football/athletics
stadium and the Pedi marina that
are under construction expressing
their admiration to the Mayor of
Symi as these projects will be able to
contribute further to tourism, to sport
and to the cultural development of all
involved.
After a lunch in Yialos, the Turkish
delegation departed at 16:30 telling
The News of Symi that they had had a
wonderful time. The feeling was mutual from
the people from Symi who the same day

The Good News
Work continues at “HYTA” and the
Yialos-Nimborio road
The visit to Symi of the regional
Government Representative,
Mr. Bakatsoros, on the 21st of
March resulted in funding for
the continuation of two very
important projects.
The first is HYTA
(hygienic disposal of waste),
which is funded by 800,000
Euros from the EU programme
“Thiseas” and has a total cost
of 2,200,000 Euros. Because
of the current economic
crisis, it was feared that the
work would stop, something
we thankfully managed to
avoid as the regional chief
recognized the importance
of the project and approved the funds for its
continuation. If all goes well, the project will
be ready before the end of October.
The other is the funding with 470,000
Euros for the construction of the Nimborio
road, the bane of every Municipal Authority
for so many years, which has been subject to
last-minute objections. These complaints to

The Nimborio road, photo © SymiGreece.com
the authorities and the request for the work to
stop have been dismissed and the project can
now carry on as normal. The contractor has
said that the road will be ready by the first
fortnight in June. It would have been better in
our opinion, however, had the pavement been
wider and the road narrower.
D.P.C.

The Turkish delegation at Panormitis
photo © Dimitris Chrysochoos
visited Bozburun and Marmaris.
We hope the new destination will prove
to be a success, improving trade and relations
between Symi and its neighbour.
D.P.C

Official opening of
desalination plant
The official opening of the four
desalination units will take place on
Friday at 17:30, on the eve of the 8th
May anniversary. Many of the officials
who are coming to Symi for the 8th May
celebrations will be present.
The Municipal Authority believes that
if it were to receive the necessary funding
to guarantee the proper functioning of the
desalination units, there will be no need
for water boats to ever come to Symi
again.
It is true that MPs from almost all
parties, such as Mr Dimitris Kremastinos
from governing PASOK, Ms Mika Iatridi
from the main opposition ND and Mr
Fotis Kouvelis from SYRIZA have shown
support for this.
As we were informed, the Ministry of
Aegean and Island Policies made available
11,000 Euros to the Municipality from
which 6,000 euros is to be used for the
opening of the desalination plant and the
8th May celebrations and 5,000 euros for
the Symi Festival.
D.P.C
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Warning bells for Symi’s newspapers
BY IRINI GAZI irinag@otenet.gr
For financial reasons, the Greek-language
newspaper Symiakos has sent out an SOS signal
after decades of continuous promotion of local
issues as well as the historical and folklore
traditions of the island. The first edition of the
newspaper was published in April 1978 by the
Association of Young Symiots “Nireas”, only
five years after its establishment in Piraeus.
Throughout its historical journey, it has been

a bridge connecting all Symiots wherever they
are.
With its uncompromising style of
journalism it has not hesitated to criticise
the Municipal Authorities of the day when
necessary, preserving intact its stated mission
“to embrace all the interests of the Symiot
people, to provide information, to stimulate,
discuss and formulate views about the issues

8th Μay 1946 – 8th May 2010
With usual splendor, the Municipality of
Symi will, despite the economic situation,
celebrate this year’s 65th anniversary of the
handover of the Dodecanese to the allies
after WWII.
According to information received at
the time of printing, the Government will
be represented by the Junior Education
Minister Mr. Panaretos, and ex Minister

EXPATCAT

Mr Kamenos will represent the major
opposition party.
We publish the programme of
celebrations from the first anniversary, and
we thank Mr Alexandros Moshos who gave
it to us.
Photos and videos will be available
to view online shortly after the events at

www.SymiGreece.com

by Vasilakis

More ExPatCat at: www.SymiGreece.com/expatcat.htm
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that concern our island” as described in the
first edition of the paper by the then members
of the Board of the Association (among whom
was the editor of the Greek edition of The
News of Symi, Dimitris Chrysochoos). Dozens
of contributors have played an important role
in the publication over the years, important and
historical personalities of the island, though it
would be unfair to only mention some and not
all.
In the past couple of months, Symiakos
is the second example of a Symi newspaper
that we hear is having financial problems. On
the online Greek edition of The News of Symi
newspaper, it was announced last month that
the newspaper would come out in print but
the online edition would not follow until some
time later. This was because some subscribers
had decided to cancel their subscriptions to the
paper due to its availability online.
These days, printed media is facing a
huge crisis due mainly to the domination
of the internet. For many, their very history
together with their role in the development of
local culture gives hope that they will be able
to survive in the end. The first newspapers
were produced many centuries ago, and since
the Renaissance, with the development of
education, journalism has continued to expand.
There is no doubt that the existence of a local
newspaper is indicative of a place’s educational,
cultural and intellectual accomplishments.
On Symi, the first newspaper, called
Elpis, was published in 1912 by Dimosthenis
Haviaras and since then this small island has
had the honour of having several newspapers
written by tireless intellectual volunteers.
Despite the economic difficulties of our
times, it would be a shame if Symiots have to
witness a good newspaper ending in the 21st
century. The only solution is that we all remain
consistent in our subscriptions and continue to
pay for advertisements in a newspaper that is
the voice for the island.
The Board of “Nireas” and the editors
of Symiakos issued a statement which will
be published in the next edition of their
newspaper: “Before we put ourselves in the
unpleasant position of having to shut down the
newspaper, we ask our subscribers to pay their
subscriptions thus expressing their respect to a
newspaper that for the past 33 years has been
present in the life of our island and the Symiot
community at large, strengthening the effort
by the young people of our island to have their
own voice”.
Certainly, respect is the key-word and
the understanding of the problem will alert
all Symiots to the realisation that Symi will
become intellectually poorer and weaker
without its newspaper…
TRANSLATION BY
THE NEWS OF SYMI

Editorial
It’s a tough time for all of Greece as
the global recession and years of economic
mismanagement continue to bite deeply.
Greece has looked to its EU partners for
support, but while governments have
generally agreed that they must aid Greece,
the headlines in much of the European press
have been less than kind.
Certain key developmental projects on
Symi, such as the marina in Pedi, remain
stalled but others, such as the HYTA waste
disposal project and the Yialos-Nimborio
road continue (page 5). As usual at this
time of year, Symi is welcoming the world
and working to ensure that the new tourist
season is as prosperous as possible.
With the long-standing Symi
newspaper Symiakos seemingly near
closure because of financial reasons (page
6) we at The News of Symi are mindful that
we must try to cut the cost of bringing this
newspaper to you. With all of the content,
editorial work, and production of the paper
provided free by volunteer staff, the cost
of the paper is little more than the price of
printing it, minus the fees of subscribers
and advertisers.
Regrettably, we have had to reduce
the size of this month’s paper… fewer
pages means lower printing costs. We hope
that you don’t mind overly, especially as
we have tried our best to reduce the size
of the lettering rather than the extent of the
content, and we remain confident that Symi
will continue to have its newspaper long
into the future.
Please remember that we enjoy
receiving articles and letters to print in this
paper, so if you fancy setting your innerjournalist free, do send us your work.
Wherever you are, have a wonderful
May. It is arguably the month when Symi
is at its best… and there are still plenty of
cheap flights available if you want to come
and join us. You know you want to!
p.s. Happy Birthday FAROS!

#13 expatpet

© SymiGreece.com
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Five Minute Lives #5

Vasilis: a flourished entry in the log book of life
BY JIM GIBBINS

Vassilis is long since retired from the sea, but
every day on land is a voyage to him – every day a
flourished entry in the log book of life.
He’s eighty six years old and his health, physically and psychologically, is as shipshape as the
trim of his powerful shoulders.
He seems to embody a medical finding of a
dozen or so years ago that, on the whole, old Symiots are significantly fitter than those many years
their juniors. Before considering that claim in a
bit more detail, let’s, as it were, take the pulse of
Vassilis.
• Well-being. “There’s not a day when I wake
up without looking forward to what’s ahead of
me.”
• Habits. “I walk a lot. Do some fishing. I like
gardening – you should see my newest crop of
beans! I enjoy doing a bit of shopping.”
• Diet. “White fish and black wine – stick to
that and you’ll live to be a hundred and twenty!” A
pause, a grin, then a slap of his ample belly. “This
is the best bank in the world. Keep it filled with
what’s good for you and it’ll return the best dividends for living life with zest.”
And Vassilis does just that. Watch him as he
takes his twice-weekly stroll from his home in
Pitini all the way to Nimborio – a well-rigged four
master of a man, a blue baseball cap perched on
the back of his head like a cheeky pennant.
The route is hilly in parts, but that’s not why

he halts every now and then. He does so to contemplate a view that’s never stale to him. He takes
in the changing colours of the sea, the pattern of
the waves – some days as precise as embroidery,
other days a rough house. He delights in spotting a
sea eagle, especially when it’s flying so low he can
hear the thrum of its wings.
And he has an affinity with an old ram, he
throws it a salute, that stands for hours on the same
craggy outcrop, its curled horns like a copperplate
signature of sovereignty against the scroll of the
sky.
“I’m lucky,” he declares. “Life’s good. Life’s
an adventure.”
And that includes the airing of the house he
owns at Nimborio, the opening of the shutters and
the windows. A chore? For him, it’s an epiphany:
he feels as if each exposed window frame is a
living canvas of the sky and the sea. It’s his own
spiritual art gallery.
“I never tire of that, the sudden rush of hues,
the smells of the sea and the earth,” he says.
And he pays due homage by sitting back and
pouring a glass of his “black wine.”
Which brings us to that doctor who toasted, in
clinical terms, the general resilience of Symi’s old
timers. He came to the island as an army medic.
After his discharge, he set out to specialise in geriatrics on the mainland. But to better understand
his subject he returned to Symi to do research,
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tracing ancient records that, though incomplete in
sequence, showed that before World War II Symi
had an unusual number of centenarians.
The archives didn’t go much beyond that period
– he decided they must have been lost – and so, on
an informal and anecdotal basis – he checked the
health and, a crucial concomitant, the attitudes of
a cross- section of contemporary young (ages 30 to
45) and old (65 to 80 plus) Symiots.
His conclusion: in spite of medical advances,
present-day young Symiots were never going to be
as healthy as their elders.
His case: Western influences, especially diet
and sedentary habits, had sanctioned the sleekness
of “lifestyle” on Symi and the slackness in which,
inter alia, Greece now rates as the most obese
nation in Europe.
He made these points when he took part in a
television health debate, adding that old people
on Symi were very likely the fittest in the country
and, quite possibly, the whole of the continent.
Result: an international media focus on the
aged colossi of Symi.
Example: a German television crew filmed
three old timers loping up the Kali Strata and
easily overtaking huffing and puffing climbers in
their twenties and thirties.
The Athens correspondent of The Observer
of London spent days here talking to old-timers
and built her article around a woman in her seven-

ties who once a week rowed her boat from Marathounda to Yialos to do her shopping.
I knew of that lady. She once had a bet with
two young fishermen – one in his twenties and one
in his mid thirties – that she could outrow them
on her weekly trip. The three set off at the same
time in choppy seas – and she won by a margin of
twenty five minutes.
The then mayor was interviewed, too, and corroborated the strength and exceptional longevity
of the island’s old-timers. The top-of-the-page
headline in The Observer proclaimed – ANCIENT
GREEKS FIND SECRET OF LONG LIFE.
On that note, cue Vassilis as he lingers over
the spectacle of a rainbow during the course of
his “voyage” to Nimborio. And the raptness of his
blue-eyed gaze is surely a validation of that young
doctor’s findings and certainly an endorsement of
the classical poet’s philosophical musing –
What is this life,
if full of care,
we have no time
to stop and stare…

Ancient Greeks find secret of long life
The islanders of Simi -famous for their longevity- put it down to sun,
Mediterranean diet and climbing 357 steps several times a day
BY HELENA SMITH

H O L I D A Y S
S E R V I C E S

&

Y A C H T I N G

V . H . F. C H A N N E L 6 “ L I B R A ”

we take care of you!
856 00 Symi, Dodecanese, HELLAS
Mobile: 6945 491 588, Tel: +30 22460 71077, Fax: +30 22460 71491
e-mail: information@kalodoukas.gr, www.kalodoukas.gr

At the last count the remote Greek island
of Simi, which lies in the Aegean above
Rhodes off the coast of Turkey, had more
centenarians, proportionately, than anywhere else in Europe. If you’re only moderately lucky you live to be 85 on Simi while the average life expectancy in Europe
is 78 for men and 82.5 for women. In Britain, it is even lower.
Take Dikea Papadopoulou. She is a
grandmother with biceps the size of her
husband’s thighs and a belly laugh to make
a man cry.
Ever since she can remember, the
white-haired amazon has religiously rowed
‘at least six hours a day’. For at 72, Dikea
Papadopoulou is a mere stripling. If God is
on her side, most on Simi will take it for
granted that she’ll reach 100.
‘Everyone knows someone on Simi
who has lived out a century,’ she beams,
returning from a fishing expedition where
she rowed and her husband cast the nets.
‘My neighbour, Maria, was 110 when she
died a couple of years ago and my own
grandmother was not much younger.’
Longevity is nothing new on Simi,
where a habitual birthday greeting is ‘May
you live to be 100 and more!’
The island’s reputation for longevity
goes back at least 500 years. In 1494, when
Europeans were lucky to reach 35, travellers were already recording the phenomenon. One, a Venetian named Pietro Casoia,
noted in his diary after a visit to the island
that he had met villagers as old as 140.
From around 22,000 in its heyday,
Simi’s population has shrunk to about
2,700 people. But of that number at least 40
are believed to be centenarians. The figure
may be higher because officials do not rule
out the possibility that some of the older
generation have forgotten the year of their

birth.
‘The average age on Simi is much
higher than for the rest of Greece,’ says
Dr Savvas Karayiannis , an epidemiologist
who spent five years studying life expectancy on the island. ‘Our research has shown
it’s getting higher by the year as the death
rate also decreases.’
The islanders’ traditional Mediterranean diet of fruit , vegetables, pulses, fish
and olive oil is believed to be behind their
longevity. Cardiologists now unanimously
agree that these nutrient-rich foods not only
play a leading role in avoiding heart disease
- the Western world’s foremost killer - but
also actively prevent it.
‘Exercise is also a major factor ,’ adds
Karayiannis. ‘There are 357 steps in Simi
and villagers walk up and down them several times a day just to get to and from
their homes... it definitely helps keep them
young.’
The islanders’ lifestyle appears not only
to have lengthened their lives, but equally
to have shortened their dying. Despite the
increasing prevalence of cancer elsewhere,
most of the islanders live an illness-free
existence. ‘Healthwise, the quality of their
lives is much better than elsewhere,’ he said.
‘And when they die, they do so quickly.’
Simi has become increasingly popular
among Britons. Tony Banks, the former
Sports Minister, has been holidaying on the
island — whose neoclassical town is among
the most spectacular in Greece — since the
late Eighties. In 1994 he was made its first
honorary citizen.
Locals say it is Simi’s extraordinary history of longevity that has lured foreigners,
bent on living a guaranteed ‘second life’.
‘About 150 foreigners live here permanently and most of them are British,’
says Miltiades Sarris, the island’s energetic

mayor. ‘They like the pace and tranquillity
of the place and, of course, the climate.’
Experts say the lack of stress is another
reason why people live longer on Simi.
Stress has been directly linked to heart disease, cancer and accidents.
As elsewhere, women outlive men. But
Simi’s amazons do not follow the Greek
tradition for widows to dress in permanent
mourning. They almost never wear black,
preferring to dress in vibrant colours all
year round.
‘Simi is very much a matriarchy, with
the women pulling the strings both privately and publicly, ‘ sighs Sarris. ‘Because
we are a seafaring race, most of our men
have always been kept busy off the island.
It is the women who wield the power.’
Those who live to 100 have almost
never left the island.
But why would they ever want to?

The age-old story

• Centenarians rarely live beyond their
113th birthday. But the world’s oldest
person was Jeanne Calment of France,
who died on 4 August 1997, aged 122
years, 164 days. In her youth, she was a
friend of Van Gogh.
• Only one person in 2.1 billion can
expect to live to 113.
• The first recorded case of four British
siblings living to their 100th birthdays was
on 2 April 1984 when Lily Beatrice Parsons (nee Andrews) celebrated her century. Her three elder sisters had already
received their telegrams from the Queen.
• Britain’s oldest person is 114-yearold Nancy Jennings of Chesterfield in
Derbyshire.
Repruduced from
The Observer newspaper 29/8/1999
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A new record for the
FAROS vet clinic

Blood Donors
of Symi
The Association of Blood Donors of
Symi “Panormitis” organised their
annual event on Saturday 7 April at
Opera House.
During his speech, the new President
of the Association, Mr Panormitis
Moskiou, welcomed everyone and
talked about the vital role of the
Association of Blood Donors of Symi
in rescuing the lives of hundreds every
year (it is estimated that about 140-150
units of blood are given to Symiots
every year).

BY CHRISTOS BYRON christos@symigreece.com

It was a new record for FAROS which
celebrated its second birthday by caring
for 45 of Symi’s animals during its recent
three-day clinic.
Dozens of surgical operations, checkups, vaccinations and blood tests together
with prescriptions for medications and a
ton of good advice sum up the 7th FAROS
clinic. Three vets from the university clinic
of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
Lena Basdani, Giannis Psathas and Babis
Kostakis came to Symi to work at the
FAROS clinic in Horio, offering their
service for free.
For the second and third day of the
clinic, the FAROS team was completed
with the welcome addition of a fourth vet,

Kiki Polychrona, who runs a veterinary
practice on nearby Rhodes. Kiki, as well
as all the other FAROS vets who have
come to Symi over the past two years, are
at the disposal of the residents of Symi for
veterinary advice between FAROS clinics.
Kiki’s surgery is at 65, Mihail Petridi street
in the city of Rhodes, and is open seven
days a week (Tel. 22410 61364 or 69382
30961).
The 7th FAROS vet clinic cost
FAROS a total of 1,100 Euros (return
flights, consumables such as syringes,
gloves, surgical screens, catheters, etc.,
anaesthetics, vaccines, refilling the oxygen
cylinder, blood tests, etc.). We managed to
recoup 915 Euros from voluntary donations
during the three days of the clinic and we
thank everyone who contributed financially
so that we can carry on the good work of
the past two years.
FAROS would like to thank our
sponsors, IAPETOS VILLAGE who
offered the accommodation for the vets
and also covered part of the FAROS costs,
Kalodoukas Holidays who offered the
accommodation for the clinic in a wonderful
traditional house in Horio, Symi Tours who
paid for the boat tickets and offered a car for
transportation for the duration of the clinic,

Photos © SymiGreece.com

Photos © SymiGreece.com

EFG Design for designing and producing
the FAROS poster, and also ANES and
TAXAS supermarket for helping to carry
medical equipment from Rhodes to Symi
and Spiros Kritikos for all his help.
Of course, our biggest thank-you goes to
the four vets who once again left their jobs
and came to Symi to work for free and the
university clinic of the Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki which continues to support
FAROS and send vets to Symi all year
round.
127 photos from the FAROS
vet clinic can be found at:

www.SymiGreece.com/symiblog190410gr.htm

Dancing & painting
by the Women’s
Association of Symi

Afterwards, there was a presentation
of commemorative plaques to the two
regional health deputy governors Mr
Giorgos Kassaras and Mr Sotiris Zotos,
the head of the Department of Blood
Donation at the General Hospital
of Rhodes, Ms Irini Stavrianaki, to
Ms Hariklia Androutsopoulou of the
clinic of Symi, the previous presidents
of the Association, Ms Irini Petridi,
Mr Giannis Tsavaris and Mr Vasilis
Tsavaris, the head of the border
army barracks, Colonel Mr Christos
Savvanidis for the contribution of
his barracks to voluntary blood
donation, and to Mihalis Missos for his
continuing contribution of his band to
all the events of the Association free of
charge.

An event dedicated to dancing and
painting took place in a packed main hall
of Opera House, organised by the Women’s
Association of Symi.
On display were modern and classical
dances performed by children and adults
of the dance school of the Women’s
Association, and at the same venue there
was also a painting exhibition by the
children of the painting school of the
Association.
Before the start of the dancing, the
President of the Women’s Association,
Photos © SymiGreece.com

Ms Sevasti Nikoli, introduced the dance
teacher Rhiannon Whealer and the painting
teacher Ian Haycox who were responsible
for the artistic part of the evening and
thanked everyone who contributed towards
the event.
The evening
ended with awards
being presented to
all children who

took part.
Many congratulations to everyone!
C.B.
Photos & videos from
the event can be seen at:

www.SymiGreece.com/symiblog100410gr.htm

The event continued with plenty of
music and dancing for many hours.
C.B.

Petalo Fish Taverna & Cafe Bar
The only authentic fish taverna on Symi - Directly on the sea!
To Book call: 6937197330 or 6955925428

Photos & videos from
the event can be seen at:

www.SymiGreece.com/symiblog200410gr.htm
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Letters To Symi

QUIZZES by SIMOS #13
Solutions will be in the next edition
of The News of Symi

Please send your letters to info@syminews.com. We do not publish letters unless a full name, postal address
and daytime phone number are supplied. If you do not wish your name published, please say so. Due to space
restrictions, letters should be limited to 300 words and may be edited.

Yialos-Nimborio
Road

as we have done on many occasions
in the past, to make sure that the
necessary licence from the relevant
authorities are secured in time for
Letter sent to the Municipality
these trees to be cut down, and so
of Symi by the Association of
avoid similar complaints that may
Nimborio Residents “Poseidon”
prevent the correct construction of
Because of the work on the Symi- the road.
It would also be interesting
Nimborio road, we come again
for
those who have complained to
to the issue of the trees that were
explain
to us why they didn’t have
planted years ago at the side of
a
similar
“ecological interest” when
the road and which now make it
hundreds
of trees as tall as 8-9
impossible for the width to be more
metres
were
cut during the opening
than 2.5-3 metres at certain places.
This restriction poses a danger to of the Panormitis road and on other
pedestrians and vehicles as the road roads even until recently, and why
cannot be constructed according to they have not been bothered by
the specification of the study and at the building materials that were
dumped there.
the required width.
After the construction of the
Previously, these trees have been
road
is finished and its width has
the reason for some to complain
been
clearly defined, we are more
to the authorities on the basis of
than
willing to collaborate with
so-called “ecological interest”.
the
Municipality
and the forest
Together with the dumping of
building materials, this has delayed inspection authority so that a
the work and prevented it being correct and organised re-planting
done correctly. We ask you again, can take place that will replace the
trees that may need to be
cut with many more along
the whole length of the
road.
Finally, the proposed
solution by some to split
the road into two lanes
around a traffic island, so
that the trees can remain,
would result in a much
bigger digging job that
would be very expensive
FOR RENT
and time consuming and
Seaside house in Pedi
would require larger
for 6-12 months or longer.
amounts of building
Living-room/kitchen, two
materials. In our opinion
this proposal should be
independent rooms, two bathrooms

What are these four things and
where can you find them?

declined.
We ask the Technical Department
of the Municipality to check the
construction of the road during the
different stages (opening up, laying
of cement, etc.) so that it follows
the specification of the relevant
study (width, correct quantity and
quality of materials), in the hope
of avoiding the well-known and
unacceptable practices of the past.
The President, D.A. Anastasiadis
The Secretary, M. D. Tsavaris

Unanswered Whys
In the name of progress… a
devastating decision!!!
Trees that had stood for many
years were cut down to make the
road. We agree with the project but
not with this consequence. Why is it
that those responsible did not think
of an alternative solution? At some
point we all need to understand that
none of these trees belong to us,
they are not ours, but an inheritance
for those who are to come, and we
have no right to destroy them.
Nature protects itself and wages
revenge to all those who destroy
her. Let’s hope there will soon be a
lot more trees that will be planted to
replace the ones that have gone, as
those they have destroyed cannot be
put back, though there could be an
immediate and quick replacement.
If we want to be called
“civilised” then we must respect
planet Earth that offers us
hospitality.
S.D., Symi

and two verandas with spectacular
views of Pedi and Horio.
Τel. 69474 02722 or 69347 36674

HOLIDAY STUDIOS
Book your 2010 holiday now!
Special offers available.
Contact: simistudios@yahoo.gr

NAGGAGRAM

A L E
S V N
I

R U

How many words of 4 or more letters can you
find from these 9 letters? Each letter can be
used once without plurals ending in s or names
of people or places. Every word must contain
the letter in the centre and be allowable in
Scrabble. There is one 9-letter word to discover.

Good: 30-59 words Very Good: 60-91 Excellent: 92 or more
Solutions #12 NAGGAGRAM: Performer, reformer, emperor,
perform, perform, formee, former, prefer, reform, romper, error,
forme, freer, frère, frore, merer, moper, ormer, proem, refer, repro,
roper, fere, fore, form, free, froe, from, mere, more, omer, peer,
perm, pore, pree, prof, prom, reef, repo, romp, rope. WHO ARE
THESE FOUR PEOPLE AND HOW ARE THEY LINKED? The
four people in last month’s quiz were Cate Blachett, Ian McKellen,
Orlando Bloom and Andy Serkis who played major roles in the
Lord of the Rings films.

Useful Numbers

Public Services Municipality 22463
70110 || Cultural Centre 2246360413
|| Citizens’ Advice 2246360400 || Water
Company
(DEYAS) 2246070005
|| Social Services 2246360419 ||
Police 2246071111 || Port Authority
2246071205 || Customs House
2246071429 || Electricity Company
2246071338 Post Office 2246071315

Pharmacy Tsavaris G. 2246071888

Doctor’s Clinics Yialos 2246071290 ||
Horio 2246071316

Taxis Stamatis 6945226348 || Giorgos
6974623492 || Kostas 6945252308
|| Thanasis 6946568731 || Thodoros
6945531676
||
Konstantinos
6944105596

Dentists Volonakis H. 2246071272 ||
Tsavarisς V. 2246072050

DOMA Real Estate SYMI
The trusted expert advisors
A house for your holiday in Symi is
a privilege, and... if chosen wisely, it
will also become a great investment
We are located at the centre of the Symi
port above Pahos kafeneio

www.doma.gr

Tel. 22460 72619
e-mail: domasymi@otenet.gr

Nikolas Patisserie

Symi sweets, Cookies, Ice Creams
The only traditional patisserie - in Yialos since 1925

Banks National 2246072294 ||
Alpha
2246071085 || Dodekanisos
2246071332
Travel Agents ΑΝΕS 2246071100 ||
Kalodoukas 2246071077 || Symi Tours
2246071307
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Detailed Sport News
available online (in Greek)

www.SymiGreece.com/grsport

BY KYRIAKOS KARAKATSANIS kyriakosg21@yahoo.gr

SYMI II

A.O.S. reaches play-offs
This season’s local football championship (Division B) has
ended and A.O.S. has secured the fourth place in Group B
and a chance to gain qualification to Division A2 in the playoffs after beating Damagitos 7-0.
The play-offs will take place in a week’s time, and A.O.S.
will play with one of the following:
Group A: Halki | Group C: Poseidon Karpathos | Islands
Group: one of P.A.O. Kos, A.E. Leros, and Nikagoras

FROM 06/04/10 TO 09/05/10
MONDAY
PORT

TIME
A

WEDNESDAY

TIME
A

PORT
D

09.00 RHODES

A

09.00 RHODES
12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 RHODES

08.20

09.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

17:50

18.30 SYMI

13.00

16:00

SYMI

20.20

17:50

D

RHODES

TIME
A

D

09.00 RHODES

09.00

PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

13.30

SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

14.30

17.30

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

19.20

17:50

FROM 10/05/10 TO 31/05/10
MONDAY

TUESDAY

TIME

WEDNESDAY

TIME

PORT
D

A

TIME

PORT
D

09.00 RHODES

A

THURSDAY

D

09.00 RHODES

FRIDAY

TIME

PORT
A

D

09.00 SYMI

SATURDAY

TIME

PORT
A

D

06.30 RHODES

SUNDAY

TIME

PORT
A

D

09.00 RHODES

TIME

PORT
A

D

09.00 RHODES

09.00

PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 RHODES

08.20

09.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

13.30

SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

14.30

17.30

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

17:50

18.30 SYMI

13.00

16:00 RHODES

17:50

SYMI

20.20

RHODES

17:50

TUESDAY

TIME
A

RHODES

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

19.20

17:50

WEDNESDAY

TIME

PORT
D

A

D

09.00 RHODES

86:6
48:13
66:20
54:23
40:22
42:25
49:36
36:31
27:47
30:53
20:114
5:83

749-574
834-620
730-681
626-567
614-559
586-735
586-716
531-569
511-746

(+80)
(+35)
(+46)
(+31)
(+18)
(+17)
(+13)
(-25)
(-20)
(-23)
(-94)
(-78)

A

(+175)
(+214)
(+49)
(+59)
(+55)
(-149)
(-130)
(-38)
(-235)

The 1st gets promoted to Division A. If Diagoras stays in
the 3rd National Division, the 2nd also gets promoted.

P.O. Box 41, Symi 85600, Dodecanese, Greece
T 0030 2246072363 • E info@syminews.com
W www.SymiNews.com

THURSDAY

D

09.00 RHODES

A

TIME

PORT
D

09.00 RHODES

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

TIME

PORT

A

D

09.00 RHODES

SUNDAY

TIME

PORT
A

D

09.00 SYMI

TIME

PORT
A

D

06:30 RHODES

09.00

PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 RHODES

08:20

09.00 PAN/TIS

10:50

13.30

SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 SYMI

13.00

16:00 PAN/TIS

10:50

12.00 SYMI

14.30

17.30

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

17:50

18:30 SYMI

13.00

16:00 RHODES

19.20

SYMI

20:20

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

17:50

RHODES

17:50

FROM 06/04/10 TO 30/05/10
TUESDAY

MONDAY
TIME

PORT
A
SYMI

TIME

PORT
D

RHODES

A

TIME

PORT
D

15.00 SYMI
16.40

WEDNESDAY

A

THURSDAY

07:00 SYMI

TIME

PORT
D

FRIDAY

A

08.00 KOS

TIME

PORT
D

A

23/05/2010

TIME

PORT
D

06.00 RHODES

ƬƶƳƫƣƬƩ

SATURDAY

A

11.00 KOS

TIME

PORT
D

A

D

06.00 RHODES

09.00

RHODES

08:40

09.00 RHODES

09.40

11.00 NISYROS

07.30

07.45 SYMI

12.35

13.15 NISYROS

07.30

07.45 PAN/TIS

10:40

13.00

KAS/ZO

13.40

14.00 SYMI

12.35

13.15 TILOS

09.00

09.20 TILOS

15.25

15.45 TILOS

09.00

09.20 SYMI

14.00

17.00

RHODES

18.40

19.15 TILOS

15.25

15.45 SYMI

11.30

11.55 NISYROS

17.10

17.20 SYMI

11.30

11.55 RHODES

18.40

SYMI

20.55

NISYROS

17.10

17.20 RHODES

18.55

RHODES

13.35

14.15

KOS

18.55

KAS/ZO

18.55

19.05

RHODES

23.45

13.35

14.15 KOS

KAS/ZO

18.55

19.05

RHODES

23.45

FROM 31/05/10 TO 31/08/10
MONDAY

TUESDAY

TIME

PORT
A
RHODES

D

A

09.00 RHODES

KAS/ZO

13.40 14.00 SYMI

RHODES

18.40

WEDNESDAY

TIME

PORT

TIME

PORT
D

A

18.00 SYMI
19.40

D

TIME
A

07:00 SYMI

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
PORT

TIME

PORT
D

A

07.00 KOS

D

SUNDAY

TIME

PORT
A

06.00 RHODES

TIME

PORT
D

A

11.00 KOS

D
13.00

RHODES

08:40

09.00 RHODES

08.40

11.00 NISYROS

07.30

07.45 SYMI

12.35

13.15 NISYROS

14.30

KAS/ZO

13.40

14.00 SYMI

12.35

13.15 TILOS

09.00

09.20 TILOS

15.25

15.45 TILOS

16.00

16.20

RHODES

18.40

19.15 TILOS

15.25

15.45 SYMI

11.30

11.55 NISYROS

17.10

17.20 SYMI

18.30

19.00

SYMI

20.55

NISYROS

17.10

17.20 RHODES

18.55

KOS

18.55

ǻ

13.35

14.15 KOS

KAS/ZO

18.55

19.05

RHODES

23.45

RHODES

14.50

20.40

These published timetables are liable to change due to inclement

* Α.Ο. Pantiliakos has been suspended from the
champtionship.

THE NEWS of Symi

TIME

PORT

PROTEUS

BASKETBALL Division B (14 games)

Monthly newspaper published by
the Municipal Cultural Centre of Symi

PORT

FROM 01/06/10 TO 31/08/10

1st gets promoted to Division A1
2nd goes to a play-off game for promotion to A2
3rd gets promoted to A2
4th goes to a play-off game for promotion to A2

(11-2)
(11-2)
(8-6)
(8-4)
(8-4)
(3-10)
(3-10)
(5-8)
(1-12)

RHODES

SUNDAY

TIME
A

-

06.30

13.00

FOOTBALL Division B (22 games) - FINAL

24
24
22
20
19
15
15
14
13

09.00 SYMI

10:50

MONDAY

Scoreboard

Ε.Α. Kalymnou
Elpida Petaloudon
Eolos Kefalou
Ilios Ialysou
Kolegio Rodou
Kleovoulos Lindou
Α.Ο.S.
Α.Ο. Pantiliakos
Stavros Kalathion

D

16:00 SYMI

RHODES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A

12.00 PAN/TIS
RHODES

SATURDAY
PORT

13.00

PORT

(18 3 1)
(18 2 2)
(14 4 4)
(13 2 7)
(12 3 7)
(13 1 8)
(10 3 9)
(6 4 11)
(7 1 14)
(6 3 13)
(2 0 20)
(0 0 22)

D

FRIDAY

TIME

10:50

RHODES

17/4: Α.Ο.S – Kolegio Rodou 54–39

57
56
46
41
39
34
33
22
22
21
6		
0		

THURSDAY
PORT

SYMI

Basketball Results

1. Evagoras
2. Aspis Salakou
3. Digenis
4. Α.Ο.S.
5. P.Α.S. Asklipiou
6. Apollon Apollonon
7. Thyela Pylonas
8. Ε.Ν.Α.
9. Ο.F. Istriou
10. Rodiakos
11. Damagitos
12. Petaronas

TIME

PAN/TIS

A

10/4: Aspida Salakou – Α.Ο.S. 2-0
24/4: Α.Ο.S. – Damagitos 7-0

PORT
D

RHODES

PORT

Football Results

TUESDAY

weather and other unforeseen factors. Before you travel,
you are adviced to check with the ferry company directly.
Symi Office : Tel: 2246071444 Fax: 2246071373
Rhodes Office : Tel: 2241037769 Fax: 2241034493

ANONYMOUS NAUTICAL
COMPANY OF SYMI

BOOKING ON LINE: www.anes.gr

ANNOUNCEMENT

EXCURSION TO PATMOS

The Women’s Association of Symi
announces a new class of traditional
music for children and adults with the
aim of forming a choir. To enquire, please
call 6945056409. The first meeting will
take place on Friday 7 May at 19:00 at
the Conference Centre (old high school).

The P.T.A. of the 1st Primary School of Symi
is organising a two-day excursion to Patmos on
Saturday 29 and Sunday 30 May 2010
To enquire, call 6947402706 up to Monday 10 May
Adult return fare: €60 • Child’s return fare: €30
Single: €19, Double: €38, Triple: €35 (with breakfast)
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